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Population Perspective



NIH epidemiology



NCI DCEG



Division of Cancer Epidemiology and 

Genetics (DCEG)

• Identify the environmental and genetic causes 

of cancer in the population

• High quality, high impact, value-added 

research 

• National and international in scope

• Scientific partnerships in molecular 

epidemiology across NCI and beyond



Major public health advances



Collaborations



DCEG



Cancer risk



Epidemiology

• Epidemiology = health and disease in human 

populations 

• = epi (upon) + demos (the people) + logia (talk 

about)

• An OBSERVATIONAL science (like astronomy, 

evolutionary biology)

- Contrast with experimental

- Investigator does NOT get to pick who is exposed or 

unexposed 

- Free-living people make choices about 

participating…possible BIAS

- Contrast with Clinical Research



Observational vs. Experimental

Observational vs. Experimental

Epidemiologists are ethically prohibited from

doing experiments on people 

So, we observe large populations and see

how their outcomes relate to what people do 

(i.e., smoke, drink, eat, etc.)

This weakness of the ‘observational’ argument were exploited by 

tobacco companies

to deny evidence linking cigarettes and cancer……



Goals of Epidemiology       

1. Identify the causes of cancer

2. Quantify risks/identify risk groups

3. Understand mechanisms

4. Public health and health services

5. Identify syndromes



Epidemiologists emphasize 

prevention
Rationale:

Effective (think polio, smallpox, smoking cessation, clean water, HPV…)

Cheaper (compared to late stage interventions)

Public health orientation

Eliminate disease at the source

Downsides

Requires time to demonstrate effectiveness 

Less dramatic than treatment

Can’t see disease you have prevented

Lives saved appear in statistics- not grateful patients

Less positive political impact (= funding)

Political opposition from powerful groups (Tobacco, Soft Drink Companies, Polluters, 

etc.)

No Nobel Prizes
Primary = directed to susceptibility stage

Example: Needle exchange to prevent AIDS, HPV vaccine

Secondary = directed to subclinical stage

Example: Screen for cervical cancer with Pap Smear

Tertiary = directed to clinical stage

Example: Treat diabetic retinopathy to prevent blindness



Epidemiologists worry about bias
Bias= systematic deviation from truth

Epidemiologists fret about PARTICIPATION RATES

if too low…..

study subjects not REPRESENTATIVE

of the target populations

results not be GENERALIZABLE 

to the general population
Selection Bias = subjects in the study are ‘selected’ and therefore 

nonrepresentative



Participation rate



Controls for epidemiologists



Epidemiologist as consultant
Questions the consulting epidemiologist will ask:

Your study design is…?

Your controls came from….?

Did you collect key covariate data?

Did you consider bias, confounding?

What was the original hypothesis? (data dredging)

Have you done power calculations?

How did you validate your marker?

Epidemiologist is helpful when a question involves 

the population (as opposed to an individual, organ, 

cell, etc.)



Can you explain



Population Perspective



Cancer Maps



Geographic Information Systems



SEER
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program

26% of US population

incidence and survival, patient 

demographics, primary tumor site, tumor 

morphology and stage at diagnosis, first 

course of treatment, and follow-up for vital 

status 

comprehensive source of population-based 

information 



SEER



Cancer Incidence Rates



Cancer Rates for Men



Cancer by sex and race



Cancer and Children



Childhood Cancers



How do you prove a cause?
(CLASSICAL)

1. It should confer high risk

2. It should be consistent

3. Dose response

4. Cause occurs first!

5. Biology makes sense

How do you prove a cause?



How do you prove a cause?

(TODAY)

1. Mendelian Randomization

2. Molecular Epidemiology

3. Mediation analysis



Lung Cancer and smoking



Lung cancer



Lung cancer



Lung cancer



Lung cancer risks
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Coffee and mortality



Smoking and bladder cancer



Crisis communications over the 
decades

• Silicone breast implants

• Chernobyl accident

• Oral cancer and mouthwash (alcohol)

• Abortion and breast cancer

• Cell phones and brain tumors

• Fukushima disaster



Accomplishments (highly selected)

•Identification of the general and specific 

causes of cancer

•Role as advocates of public health/ 

prevention

•Identification of tobacco as causal factor for 

lung cancer

•Role of secondary tobacco smoke

•Molecular Epidemiology



What are the general risk 

factors for cancer?
Increasing age

Environmental factors

Genetic factors

Combinations of the above!



Causes of death



Most Cancer is 

due to the 

Environment
Dramatic differences in cancer rates by 

geography and over time are only 

compatible with extrinsic environmental 

causes

Established by a vast body of descriptive, 

ecological, and analytical epidemiology  



International Variation in Cancer Rates             

Type of cancer H/L     highest lowest

Melanoma 155 Australia Japan

Nasopharynx 100 Hong Kong UK

Prostate 70     US (Blacks) China

Liver 50     China Canada

Cervix 28     Brazil Israel

Stomach 22 Japan Kuwait

Lung 19 US (Blacks) India

Colon 19 US (Whites) India

Bladder 16 Switzerland India

Pancreas 11 US (Blacks) India

Ovary 8      Maori (NZ) Kuwait

Breast 7      Hawaii Israel

Leukemia 5      Canada India



Lung cancer mortality cancer 

mortality



Air pollution



Copper Smelter, Montana

Air pollution



Skull



Tobacco and public 

health
major cause of preventable morbidity & mortality           

1/5 US deaths (450,000 USA, 3M world/y) 

10 million tobacco deaths/yr (2030, WHO)

30% of all cancer, 8 sites, all difficult to treat

tobacco related disease costs 
Medicare/ Medicaid > $10B/yr each

In spite of widespread knowledge of the health 

consequences of smoking

- rates in US adults, 15% (2014) 

- individual smoking cessation very difficult



Tobacco consumption



Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS)
never-smoking women spouses of smokers at higher risk 

then spouses of non-smokers (Hirayama, Trichopoulos, 1981)

NRC Report

Nonsmoking spouses have 30% increased risk 

25% of cases in non-smokers due to smoking

~ 3000 deaths per year

ETS classified as Class A human carcinogen

Surgeon General Report (1986) and EPA Review (1992)  

Metanalyses conclude that ETS (both workplace and at home) 

is a significant risk factor, e.g. Law, 1997

Summary:

Evidence implicating ETS suggests dose-response 

extends to lowest exposures, i.e. no threshold



What are alcohol-associated 

cancers?
Oral

Pharynx

Esophagus

Larynx

Liver



Ionizing Radiation
Leukemia (AML, but not CLL*)

Breast

Lung

Thyroid

Head and neck cancer



Ionizing Radiation and Cancer 
Type of XRT Study Cancer 

Implicated
A-Bomb Japan Breast, Leuk, 

Gastric, Thy

A-Bomb Marshall Island Thyroid

Medical Breast/Mastitis Breast

Medical Hemangioma Breast, Thyroid

Medical Hodgkin’s Breast, lung, 

Thyroid

Medical TB-Flouroscopy Breast

Radionuclides Thorotrast Leukemia, Liver 

(Th-232)

Radionuclides Spondylytis Bones (Ra-224)

Occupation Radium Dial painters Bone

Occupation Rad Technicians Leukemia

Occupation Chernobyl Cleanup ?

Environmental Indoor radon Lung



Cancer risk



Skin cancer



Skin damage



Infections and Cancer



Newer infections



Oropharynx cancer



Colon cancer



Occupational exposures



Diesel exhaust
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gaps on the ENVIRONMENT side
•For many cancers, risk factors are unknown?

•For cancers where general ‘cause’, is 

understood, individual susceptibility is poorly 

understood

•How G and E work in concert is poorly 

understood.

•Some potential causes are poorly studied……



Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia

• Most common leukemia of Western world.

• 30% of adult leukemia in USA

• Less frequent in Asia and Latin America.

• Male to female ratio is 2:1.

• Median age at diagnosis is 65-70 years.

• No extrinsic environmental causes known

• Family history is the most important risk factor



DIETARY RISK FACTORS

What are some dietary risk 

factors?
High calories Uterine

Low fiber Colon

Micronutrients Lung (?)

Diet contaminants Liver



Diet and lung cancer



Diet and lung cancer



gaps on the GENETIC side
New technologies have accelerated gene discovery 

but…

•Genes associated with common cancers 

confer minimal risk

•and explain only a small portion of the variation

•and do not help much with risk models

•How G and E work in concert is poorly 

understood

•Many cancer families- genes remain obscure



All Cancer is due to the 

Genetic changes
All cancer cells exhibit changes 

in their

DNA that are passed on and 

maintain

the ‘malignant phenotype’  



distinctions for genetic studies……

1. Germline or Somatic

(inherited or in the tumor)

2.  Family or Population

(rare or common)

3. Candidate or Agnostic

(candidate gene study or GWAS)

GETTING ORIENTED



Family history



Rare Genes



Cloned familiar tumor 

suppressor genes



GWAS etiology hits



Lung cancer challenge



Traditional epidemiology



Molecular epidemiology



Lung cancer case control



EAGLE example



What has molecular epidemiology contributed?

3 examples……

1 HPV is the cause of 100% of cervical cancer

- prevention is possible (vaccine)

2   ‘Cutting down’ on smoking is ineffective

- biomarker studies show levels of 

carcinogens don’t decline

3. GWAS studies (100 + conditions) based on 

biospecimen collections… 



Integrative epidemiology



Integrative epidemiology



Consortia



PhenX…approach to expand data collection 

and reduce misclassification



Exposure: gaps in understanding

• Contribution of environment to cancer

– Universally estimated to be substantial

– Clear success for selected risk factors/cancers 

– limited understanding of extrinsic environmental risks for 

many cancers: prostate, leukemia's, brain, sarcomas, 

pediatric, lung in nonsmokers, etc.

– International variation poorly understood

– Many exposures that are thought to be important- are 

difficult or impossible to access



EXPOSURE AREAS

Exposure areas with candidate 

emerging technologies:

Sleep

Physical activity/inactivity

Vital signs- heart rate

Social factors

Location

Smoking

Weather/climate

Circadian variation



examples:

Sleep

Physical activity/inactivity

Vital signs- heart rate

Social factors

Location

Smoking

Weather

Circadian variation



SLEEP



Technologies



EXAMPLES:
Sleep

Physical activity/inactivity

Vital signs- heart rate

Social factors

Location

Smoking

Weather

Circadian variation



Physical activity



Vital Signs



examples:

Sleep

Physical activity/inactivity

Vital signs- heart rate

Social factors

Location

Smoking

Weather

Circadian variation



Social data



examples:

Sleep

Physical activity/inactivity

Vital signs- heart rate

Social factors

Location

Smoking

Weather

Circadian variation



Location  
Local economic factors, SES

Employment types/occupational exposures

Zipcode

Health care access

Amount and sources of pollution

Degree and type of urbanization

Weather and climate (sun exposure/ozone)

Local travel/time travelling/type of travel

Characterize time and features of auto travel



examples:

Sleep

Physical activity/inactivity

Vital signs- heart rate

Social factors

Location

Smoking
Weather

Circadian variation



Help for Smokers



examples:

Sleep

Physical activity/inactivity

Vital signs- heart rate

Social factors

Location

Smoking

Weather/Climate
Circadian variation



Climate and Cancer



examples:

Sleep

Physical activity/inactivity

Vital signs- heart rate

Social factors

Location

Smoking

Weather

Circadian variation



Circadian variation



Tracking daily activity



Next step: ‘virtual’ cohort
Sign up in diverse locations: hospital/healthy

Regional biorepository with tissue access

Link to pathology/medical records

Database

Consent, security, privacy protection

Disease ascertainment

Lifestyle, habits, hobbies, home, workplace

Regular electronic follow-up


